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Our framework (neuroVIAS) integrates neuroimaging,
brain-mapping, neuroanatomic ontologies and tracing-
based connectivity data and allows to analyze these data
in multiple modalities. Most of the data has been gath-
ered from real brains, such as the information about
connections between structures at different levels of
resolution. These information include features like
strength, inhibition or excitation. It is intended to use
the collected data as an input for the simulation of neu-
ronal networks with sophisticated simulation environ-
ments like NEST. As a starting point, a graphical user
interface in neuroVIAS has been developed, that allows
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Figure 1 Overview of a rat brain section. The magnification shows the amygdala with annotations. Cell locations in the cell estimation are
assigned to mapped brain regions.
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the specification of a simulation according to NEST
guidelines based on filtering mechanisms of the rat
connectome.
neuroVIAS is a platform independent JAVA applica-
tion allowing the administration of multiple ontologies
of different nervous systems. Neurohistological, stereo-
tacticand image processing methods were used to obtain
image data at high spatial resolution of a whole Wistar
rat brain. Computer vision methods are used to obtain
estimations of cells numbers in the mapped brain
regions (Fig. 1). Additionally, 25000 connectivities were
extracted from 420 tracing publications and imported in
the neuroVIAS framework (Fig. 2). The 5000 neuroana-
tomic terms are organized hierarchically allowing the
definition of scale dependent sets of brain regions for
simulation. Additionally, attributes can be defined and
assigned to the terms. Two types of attribute definitions
are available: a hierarchical approach, where attributes
can be organized in a hierarchy and a free configurable
table method to define complex parameter sets. These
parameters can be used for simulation studies. Using
the spatial position of brain regions it is possible to
compute distances in the neuronal network and includ-
ing this information in the network simulation.
In this contribution we present the interface that
allows the definition of parameters and adaption of new
parameters for simulations in NEST. This open frame-
work approach integrating relevant neuroimaging, map-
ping, ontology, connectivity data and different
possibilities to administer brain region dependent sets of
parameters for large scale simulations offers the oppor-
tunity to analyze dynamics of single regions and region
ensembles of a realistic rat brain neuronal network.
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Figure 2 a) A hierarchy preserving connectivity visualization of the
site-symmetric ontology. b) Magnification of the amygdala with
edge bundled connectivities.
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